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Image copyright Getty Images Image caption Thousands of Rohingya have been forced to live in camps About one million
Muslim Rohingya are estimated to live in western Rakhine state, where they are a sizable minority.
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Image copyright Munir Uz Zaman/AFP Image caption Tens of thousands of Rohingya have fled to refugee camps in Bangladesh
since October Rejected by the country they call home and unwanted by its neighbours, the Rohingya are impoverished, virtually
stateless and have been fleeing Myanmar in droves and for decades.. They have told horrifying stories of rapes, killings and
house burnings, which the government of Myanmar - formerly Burma - has claimed are 'false' and 'distorted'.. But UN officials
have that the Rohingya are being collectively punished for militant attacks, with the ultimate goal being ethnic cleansing.. In
recent months, tens of thousands of Rohingya have fled to Bangladesh amid a military crackdown on insurgents in Myanmar's
western Rakhine state.
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 co uk/5live Presenter Rick Edwards, former NFL player Osi Umeniyora, broadcaster Caroline Barker & comedian Nish Kumar
join Colin Murray for more sporting punditry.. It has capabilities for video capture from various sources, external audio
synchronization, and subtitles.. Points are awarded for informed comment, wi – Listen to Rick Edwards, Osi Umenyiora,
Caroline Barker, Nish Kumar by Fighting Talk instantly on.. What's happening? Tun Khin, from the Burmese Rohingya
Organisation UK, says Rohingyas are suffering 'mass atrocities' perpetrated by security forces in the northern part of Rakhine
state.. You can also add logos and watermarks, and take screen captures Windows 95 finnish. Os X El Capitan For Intel Pcs
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Activists have condemned the lack of a firm international response Some have described the situation as South East Asia's
Srebrenica, referring to the July 1995 massacre of more than 8,000 Bosnian Muslims who were meant to be under UN
protection - a dark stain on Europe's human rights record.. What led to the current situation? The Rohingya are one of
Myanmar's many ethnic minorities and say they are descendants of Arab traders and other groups who have been in the region
for generations.. Discover the best of news Or distasteful for twenty seconds Download the podcast - bbc.. But Myanmar's
government denies them citizenship and sees them as illegal immigrants from Bangladesh - a common attitude among many
Burmese.. An outbreak of communal violence there in 2012 saw more than 100,000 people displaced, and tens of thousands of
Rohingya remain in decrepit camps where travel is restricted.. Media caption'They set our houses and mosque on fire' The BBC
cannot visit the locked-down area to verify the claims and the Myanmar government has vociferously denied alleged abuses..
Another feature, also included in VLC, is a function to convert multimedia formats and recover and play damaged videos.
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